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Come hear these incredible speakers and experience how the future of Chiropractic looks, tastes, and feels .
Don’t miss this opportunity ! 

Cumberland Courtyard 
3000 Cumberland Blvd . SE  

Atlanta GA   
(877) 391-9662 to register

This is your opportunity to master your chiropractic art and certainty with kids, infants and pregnant 
moms. Learn how to communicate the necessity of chiropractic care so your office becomes a 
referral magnet. Increase your understanding of childhood conditions, latch issues, primary 
subluxations that happen before and during the birthing process and pregnancy care. Understand 
how to create a family wellness practice by getting your patients well, scheduling your patients for 
success and setting the stage for lifetime wellness care that your patients want and will pay for.  
Learn strategies to implement in your practice for your examination and adjusting procedures.  This 
class is focused in a tonal modal so you will deliver the best care possible and know that you are 
getting optimal results and changing lives.    Kristina A. Stitcher, D.C.

MC2 (Mastering Chiropractic with Certainty) is a tonal technique that is both easy to learn and 
incredibly powerful when applied. When you look at the process of subluxation, you must see and 
understand where the different technique models fit. Then, the concept of "what's the least I can do 
to them that will be the most I can do for them" allows you to both honor the practice member as well 
as yourself in the adjustive process. 
 
MC2 is a clinical approach that is not in contradiction to the philosophical tenets of chiropractic. It 
will be presented in an easy to follow format that you can begin to apply immediately. It will save you 
time in practice and extend your longevity in practice. It is truly an investment in your future.   -  
Steve Hoffman, D.C.

My 32 years in practice created the opportunity to acknowledge the wide range of chiropractic 
techniques and their ability to affect improvement in patients’ health. Many of these techniques 
were outside of the traditional manual approach of vertebral subluxation correction, yet proved to 
be as effective or sometimes better in results. My foundational training established that the 
primary system of focus for Chiropractic was the nervous system, which was somehow 
downgraded to a secondary position with patients through a discussion about vertebral position. 
Research now offers an explanation to how the Chiropractic techniques create improved brain 
function. Of even greater interest is that this new knowledge moves all techniques into the tonal 
model. We will present a new look at the Philosophy, Science and Art of Chiropractic with this 
evolutionary seminar.   Richard Barwell,  D.C.
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